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State Legislature proves the homeless problem is just another Cash Cow. All new plans
combined would only house a small % of homeless. America’s Fine-ing-est City.
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The delayed Nov. 13 edition
is included after the two
lead editorials.
State Proves Homeless
Issues a Cash Cow Scam –
Real Solution Rejected, in favor of a
more-expensive temporary fix
Assembly Bill 932 charges taxpayers billions of
dollars to continue the present Cash Cow political
system surrounding homeless issues, without doing
anything significant to improve it. It provides massive
tax money for construction firms, materials suppliers,
labor union dues, attorneys, bank financing,
architects,
housing
factories,
engineers,
tradespersons, public relations agents, the news
media*, and political re-election funds, all a staple of
the Cash Cow political system regarding the
homeless of California. (* Campaign ads)
Why solve the homeless problem entirely with onetenth the money when we can get political cash
contribution money flowing? The “Bridge Housing”
solution of “Tiny Homes” SOLVES the homeless
problem at a reasonable cost, but will not be
considered because it kills the huge Cash Cow we
have now.
It provides immediate shelter to the homeless, which
avoids the costly mental illness, alcoholism, and drug
addiction problems which result from becoming
homeless. And, it costs about a thousand dollars per
person for a permanent solution, instead of our
current spending of $300,000 to $600,000 per
homeless person housed. With no annual recurring
costs of dealing with drug addiction, alcoholism and
mental illness, it is a clear better choice. Part of the
current Cash Cow is to provide jobs for caseworkers,
substance-abuse
counselors,
psychiatrists,
psychologists, and other professionals.
In Tiny Homes, each homeless person gets a garden
shed with a skylight but no windows, and a secure
lock, to keep their possessions in, instead of having
same all over the streets. And they can sleep there,
too.
You want the lucrative furniture contract,
providing beds, tables, and chairs? None. That
would be Cash Cow politics. There is no furniture
included, just a wood floor instead of a sidewalk, a
little bit of privacy, and a shed to protect against sun,
rain, wind, and cold.
These sheds would be at the Chargers Practice Field,
or the parking lot of the Qualcomm-SDCCU Stadium,
each of which have toilets, showers, and trash
dumpsters as well as laundry facilities. End of
homeless problem except for security and
transportation. I have ideas to handle those, too.
There is also the issue of San Diego not admitting its
(at least!) 11,000 unsheltered homeless, in addition to
the 4,000 currently in shelters. At a thousand dollars

each, that’s $11 million to make the problem go away.
Nobody wants that, because there is too much money
to be had doing it our present way. Solving the
homeless issue kills the Sacred Cow that funds our
political campaigns.
Dr. John Kitchin, NZ9F, Ph.D., Publisher.
respond, write to nz9f@hotmail.com.

To

30-year Scam Exposed:
Homelessness is a Political
Tool and Nothing More!
The only other scam that had me fooled that long was
about Human Spirituality, but being born in the 1950’s
goes along well with that. The homeless Cash Cow
scam began long ago with City handling of real
estate, and it goes like this: A maximum amount of
money can be had locally by ignoring the homeless
problem until they become alcoholics, dope addicts,
and/or mentally unsound.
Direct money into
Permanent Supportive Housing (PSH) systems like
Father Joe’s Villages, Veterans’ Village, PATH
Connections Housing, Salvation Army, Alpha Project,
and similar. This causes the largest grants from
HUD, which pays for case managers, psychiatrists,
and many other professionals. San Diego gets from
$78-$82 million a year on this social services scam,
ruining the lives of many poor folks in the process.
All else costs too much? Nope. We need immediate
housing for all those becoming homeless, but this is
not costly at all. Developers of Low-Cost Housing
make money on same, and taxpayers need not
supply any tax money at all. All of their plans have
been rejected for so many years, that none of
them will do business in San Diego anymore.
Karma?
Up until now, my view of the homeless issue had to
do with the 4,000 low-cost hotel rental units torn down
to build Petco Park, and how the City drained the
swamp but ended up inundated with homeless
alligators (people). Nope. It was all planned by Brian
Maienschein, Todd Gloria, Kevin Faulconer, Tony
Atkins and her wife Jennifer LeSar, and way more
folks in the real estate planning business.
Now the same group wants to tackle the homeless
problem using the same tactics of massive
construction. All of the current homeless plans
combined would house less than 10% of the
homeless, total. So, it’s all a scam to show that tons
of great stuff and zillions of dollars are being spent,
without actually really doing anything significant. It’s
the same crap with the deck reshuffled.
Are the politicians sincere? Not a chance in the
world. Does Chris Ward want to end homelessness?
It does not look that way, because he voted against
Barbara Bry’s proposal to limit the conversion of
housing into vacation rentals and time-shares. It was
brilliant of him to propose lots of homeless abatement
measures, though. Brilliant politics, but not sincerity.
He has spoken of the Mayor’s “great plans” and the
excellent work of his predecessor, Todd Gloria. Both
of them outrageous Gentrifiers and Classists, too.
Most of the public is still scammed by all this trash.
The homeless situation spends huge money in
ineffective ways, making sure it goes to specific

construction firms, nonprofits, and other companies,
in return for huge campaign contribution kickbacks.
Even the news media are involved, because they get
to sell political message advertising with a lot of that
campaign money. There are many other scams,
but the homeless issue is the biggest Cash Cow
of all.
Resulting Action: Limitation of coverage of the
political meetings dealing with the Homeless-Scam
issue, as those meetings are neither sincere nor are
they effective nor relevant to reality. Just part of the
big Cash Cow, mooing and stinking in the wind.
Litigation helps some, but how does David take on
Goliath? What does your (feeding, showers, legal,
help, outreach, medical, etc.) program have to do with
housing? It all just helps perpetuate the scam!
Housing? Yes, but only housing litigation and
housing legislation.
From there, emphasis on
incomes, and Spirituality. Nothing else important.
And, yes, the feeding programs are part of the
problem because the abuse of Spirituality causes the
degeneration of good people into alcoholics, dope
addicts, and nut-cases. Are you solving the problem
or creating it, with the insertion of your DNA (usually
blood) into the food of those you would hypnotize?
Anonymous 261, Revisions by
Publisher, and Editor of this edition.

John

Kitchin,

-----------------------------------------------------------The Nov. 13 edition in its entirety----

Publisher Poisoned
Intentionally in Local
Restaurant
John Kitchin, Publisher of this newspaper, was
poisoned by the manager of a McDonald's
restaurant, San Ysidro Blvd. at the Trolley, using an
insecticide in a cup of coffee, Wednesday, Oct. 25.
Unsure of whether or not I could write this story, I
spent over a week unable to do so. Sorry to become
incapacitated at a time when I am needed most.
Intentional poisonings do happen in the news media,
and particularly at the editorial level. I have not
trusted the food at the San Ysidro Trolley McDonald's
for years, but what can go wrong with coffee? I had
coffee there every day for a long time. On
Wednesday, Oct. 25, I attended the MAPSS
(Metropolitan Association of Providers of Social
Services) meeting, then bought some food for my
Tijuana mission, and got a coffee at McDonald's, per
usual. The manager handed me my coffee, I drank
some, decided it was all wrong, and the
employees there started to laugh.
This was not only intentional, but a conspiracy,
and an intentional attempt to silence a member of
the press. I have been poisoned in a restaurant in
the past, 22 years ago in the Atlanta airport, so I knew
what to do. That, too, was related to my published
material, probably my humor. I will be speaking to a
group of attorneys today (Nov. 2) about what can be
done. If I told you about the whole list of
"coincidences" that have happened the past 3
months, you'd not believe a word of it, but I've dealt
with these things before. 50 years as an Editor. I try
to avoid becoming the news. Rough time, because

my commentary (and even guidance) is critical at this
time. I am 75% functional presently, using Psychiatric
drugs NOT prescribed and much Spirituality.
A friend said that it is not safe to eat in most
restaurants at this time, but probably more dangerous
for me than you. I prefer buffets for reasons like this.
I am writing an editorial on something like the
sacrifices Journalists make for their work. At least I
wasn't slammed into County Jail and murdered
making it look like a suicide.

much of our input. Thank you for ALL you do!
Changes can only be made if you know those who
need help, what help they might need, where they
might be found, when found, how found, when they
could be whole, how they can help, how they have
helped, what they want to help! Because no one is an
island, and we are all part of the greatest people alive!
HUMANS! Okay, please pass this around! Would be
nice to have Dennis Stein & Tony Rodriguez &
Michael McConnell involved in the Coalition.
Martha Sullivan Replies:

My related editorial, "Taking Hits For Journalism"
is so far tabled, and edited out of this edition. Too
much "me".

Feedback:
The Homeless (Editorial) Board was asked why
there are no "Umbrella Agencies" dealing with the
homeless problem. Well, there are, at least sort of,
such as the RTFH, Regional Task Force on the
Homeless, but they really don't count, because they
are the reincarnation of the Mayor's Task Force on
the Homeless, designed to bring money into San
Diego. There are two or more groups called "San
Diego Coalition for the Homeless" or "San Diego
Homeless Coalition", but neither is a coalition OF
Homeless PEOPLE.
Daniel Beeman wrote about this: NOTE: Beeman
was on the North Park Planning Board, and was
also Treasurer of "Stop C", the plan to stop a new
Chargers stadium (he won that one). He was also
on the North Park Landscaping, Lighting, and
Maintenance District Board, and got new solar
street lights installed that are still used today. He
has also been a Contributing Writer to the San
Diego Homeless News, as well as the HomelessOwned Website.
Daniel Beeman writes: "November is supposed to be
national youth homelessness awareness month and
hunger week. I'd like to see what things we can bring
together during this month. Much of the coalition
might need to be in stealth fashion as we are
regularly cut off at the pass if it is not what the
establishment wants or is looking for. Sadly, it looks
like even with dozens dead, many hundreds in the
hospital and even more sickened, they are still
dividing and conquering while shipping people out of
downtown, out of region/state if possible, rather than
dealing with the real long term problem, lack of
affordable available permanent housing.
It has not gotten better in the last 3 decades...Millions
and Millions, now nearing Billions are spent in the
region to deal with the problems (that) lack of
affordable housing and living wage incomes
cause. When a worker no longer has a home to
live in then that worker will not be able to have
income or even be productive in society. And
going to school/college/training can last only so
long...without meaningfully advancing work, (so) more
& more will be on the street and/or forced to leave the
region. Maybe this is their hope. But incomes &
spending bring tax dollars...Thanks for all you do, and
keep connecting the dots!"
I continually see the "talking heads" speak, use OUR
Tax Dollars, say this and that, push a few things
around (like a deck chair on the Titanic), yet never
seem to include the really struggling homeless and
poor. They have the same rights, if not more due to
circumstances, than those that are privileged do.
How can we get these people included? Why are
they only getting token seats at the table(s) to solve
the problem? How do we get them encouraged to
speak up, help out, and join-in? How do we get the
people to stay? Yesterday the North Park theatre was
packed! Then after the movie, ("Tony The Movie",
about homelessness in San Diego) when it began
to become a dialog, half the crowd left. Then the back
lot had a good amount of people, and the tent about
1/5th of the crowd. And how many of those will we
see again? How do we connect that dots...IT IS
YOUR Tax dollars, YOUR resources wasted rather
than really fixing the problems...and with it
GROWING, it CAN get worse not just better! Look at
Tony's story, 2+ years trying very hard, working,
struggling to "get by, not high", to survive in San
Diego. Regularly asking: Do I matter? Can I matter?
Will I matter? I want to, and should be able to,
but will I be able to? Yet I am still un-housed, and
even more importantly, un-homed. All in "Americas
Finest City", which for nearly a decade I've called
Americas FINE-ING-EST City, because fines, fees,
laws, rules and abuses have been more the norm
than the true community I used to see in the 80's, 90's
and into the 2000's. Do you think we can move the
tide? Do you believe a San Diego Homeless Coalition
could help? I think we need to really connect the dots.
Let's keep us all connected...and not just facebook
and twitter, but a few emails explaining the situations,
actions, needs, desires, wants; rather than just letting
the media tell our story; too little, too late, without

Daniel, I'm a big fan of the "swarm" approach to
grassroots organizing. The more organizations the
better, doing different actions at different times and
places. Periodically coming together, ala the March
of Voices last spring, the HEMA Speakout in August,
and National Hunger & Homelessness Awareness
Week Nov 11-19, for which HEMA is also planning
actions. A lot of coalition work happens behind the
scenes. I consider this better, because our opposition
can't shut us down by targeting one entity. Martha
Sullivan, Founder/Proprietor Grassroots Oasis
Event Venue 3130 Moore St, San Diego CA, 92110
858-945-6273 www.GrassrootsOasis.com
Jeenie Criscenzo Responds:
I think Ellis is also doing something like this (I've
added him to this email). I am personally pulling back
due to health reasons, but Amikas will be in good
hands. Please keep your brain on full alert - they are
about to pull a fast one using the new bill AB932
to put up manufactured home developments without
requirements for zones, codes and liability. They
figured out how to make a killing on this and have
asked me to forget about the sleeping cabin
communities because the politicians can't focus on
more than one thing at a time. I am really really tired
and overwhelmed by the ruthlessness of a system
that is purely profit driven and has created the
very problem they pretend to be solving using the
same methodology as the cause of the problem.
Jeeni
NOTE: Criscenzo operated the nonprofit Amikas,
which provided housing for female veterans, and
also ran for Congress against Darryl Issa. Her
input is usually the best, most truthful, and most
correct. She is considered one of the principal
spokespersons for the homeless of San Diego.
Beeman also addressed concerns or questions by
Lisa Halverstadt, regarding his qualifications. He
has been a homeless advocate longer than I have,
and served on the North Park LLMD (Landscape,
Lighting, and Maintenance District) before there were
MADs (Maintenance Assessment Districts) in San
Diego. He speaks of the abuses where lands were
taken by the City, sold at discount rates to the friends
and families of the Mayor and Council, and then huge
amounts of State Redevelopment money was added
to sweeten the pot. What was built? Housing for very
wealthy people. He also gives the history of the
Cortez Hotel, and writes of ethics gone wrong in San
Diego. He knew all of the folks involved in
development and the creation of our present
homeless crisis, since the 1980's. He does need
considerable editing, but still volunteers. The editorial
comment from John Kitchin, who prepared this
column, is that Daniel Beeman does have a lot of
experience regarding the housing and homelessness
situation, and should therefore be in on whatever
happens.

Diego, so that is a major loss. There were plans to
double the number of new low-rent housing units to
600, but now those plans cannot occur, because the
City has taken $6 million in new housing
construction funds to establish 3 new tent shelters
and several sleep-in-your-car programs instead.
Typically, Civic San Diego (Downtown Partnership Clean and Safe) tears down 1,000 low-rent housing
units per year, replacing them with only 300 new lowrent units, for the past 16 years running. Also, about
4,000 additional units were torn down to build Petco
Park, for a total number of low-rent units
destroyed of 19,500 and these were replaced with
about 3,000 units (some say 4,500 units) of new
low-rent housing. The difference in the numbers
and perspectives is this: Do shelter institutions count
as low-income housing, or are they some sort of
institutional housing for drug addicts and the mentally
ill? View this situation any way you want.
Any way you slice it, 1,000 units torn down per year,
and replaced by only 300 new units per year, for 16
years, equals an increase in homeless (via more
shortages of housing) of 700 additional homeless
per year. That comes to 11,200 homeless,
approximately the same as the 4,000 in shelters, plus
5,000 on the sidewalks, plus 2,600 in jail. Recent
increases have been way over the 700 homeless
increase that we've seen the past 16 years, however,
leading to our present crisis. Keep in mind that all of
these numbers are just the "Class One" clearly visible
("Zoo Display") homeless, and not the full number.
These are just the ones found by the PITC, the
annual Point-In-Time Count mandaded by HUD. The
rest of San Diego's 35,000 urban homeless have
never been counted because they are too wellhidden. About half of them, 17,500, came out of
hiding to ask for help, and gave their names, personal
data, social security and driver's license information,
etc. We also have photographs of these 17,500
people.
New Extortion Grocery Scam in Tijuana:
When you enter the store, the security guard places a
damaged item in your cart, and says you damaged it
and must pay for it. If you refuse, you get arrested
and spend two weeks in jail before getting to see a
judge. The economy is so bad that major chain
stores are losing money. Other scams include not
posting prices, called "Mystery Pricing", and the UPC
scanner is marked "Out of Order". If you find a scan
error, the store takes an hour or more to both correct
it and refund you the overcharge. This is the wave of
the future for the United States, of course.
The San Diego Housing Commission
has $278 million in the bank, unrestricted.
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/watc
hdog/sd-me-housing-reserves-20171029story.html
Tiny Homes
KPBS features the Tiny Homes movement, which
was spearheaded here by Floyd Morrow years ago
(he produced them for and in Tijuana), and more
recently supported by Jeannie Criscenzo of Amikas.
http://www.kpbs.org/news/2017/oct/25/eventshowcase-tiny-homes-solution-san-diegos-hous/
El Cajon is now strictly prohibiting the feeding of
homeless

My response:
Many are too young to remember when San Diego
was America's Finest City, instead of the rotten
SLUM-HOLE it is today. Shit-City has seen much
better days. We don't listen to those who know,
instead calling in brand-new people from outside, who
have never lived in San Diego, and we fill their heads
with the bullshit we want them to preach. When they
start to "know too much", we bring in somebody else,
and teach them the propaganda. The news media
get rid of those who know too much, too, and help to
maintain our fake history. How's THAT for Reality?!
It's Classic Real Truth, the stuff that the press
makes sure is kept Top Secret.
Several folks suggested that I go undercover into the
new shelter program at 26th and Pershing, but
even if I could get in, which I cannot, there is no way
to effectively disguise me, so we need to use our
other "elves" to do that. I got a good photo in our Oct.
25 edition, though.

News:
This is NOT an editorial: The Gateway Motel at the
San Ysidro trolley terminal has been torn down,
resulting in as many as 100 homeless, and we only
build 300 new low-rent properties per year in San

http://www.kpbs.org/news/2017/nov/02/el-cajonfights-homelessness-hep-tough-new-regulat/
The San Diego River is the new place for the
downtown homeless to live, but that is causing
problems. Follow Joshua Emerson Smith in the
San Diego Union-Tribune.
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/environm
ent/sd-me-river-homeless-encampments-20171030story.html/

News Media News:
Gary Warth in the Sat. Nov. 4, 2017 edition (Front
Page, A-1) of the San Diego Union-Tribune reported
that the San Diego Housing Commission will use
$6.5 million of its housing construction money to
instead fund 3 homeless tent shelters that together
will house (my words) 3% to 10% of our unsheltered
homeless. • The following day, Sunday, Nov. 5,
Warth had an article on the Candlelight Walk, the
only funeral for 117 homeless who died this year.
Hepatitis A victims are an additional count. This is
more than double the dead in 2014. Page B3. It
contains a reminder of the San Diego Rescue
Mission meals on Nov. 18 for Thanksgiving and on

Dec. 16 for Christmas. I have previously warned
about eating at those meals.
Jeanette Steele also writes (Local, Page B-1) in the
Nov. 4 edition that the old downtown library is to be
sold, although we insist it would make a good
homeless shelter. The new library cost $185
million, which would be enough money to keep
our homeless in jail (like currently) for 75 to 92
days.
Another Town Hall Meeting? How many of them
have we had? 200? John Wilkens at the San Diego
Union-Tribune covers the UT Downtown Town Hall
Meeting, and quotes Alpha Project COO Amy
Gonyeau as saying that the free meals are not
helping homeless people. There are petitions to ban
feeding homeless, and the City of El Cajon has
banned same. Wilkens uses the extremely-flawed
PITC (Point-In-Time-Count) to specify the number of
homeless we have, 9,000, when data also suggests
17,500 specifically-identified individuals asked for
help because of their being homeless. In my take on
all this, free meals are permitting homeless folks to
survive, and that is not in the Adolph Hitler playbook.
Wilkens also uses the "Mental Health" and
"Substance Abuse" excuses as to why we have so
little housing. • In the same issue, Business Section,
an article on how Starbucks Coffee produces job
training for the homeless, although in more than one
article, Starbucks managers intentionally locked
homeless people inside their dumpsters when they
were scavaging CRV bottles and cans, resulting in
successful lawsuits against Starbucks.
Jim Vargas, CEO of Father Joe's Villages, and
Treasurer of the RTFH (Regional Task Force on the
Homeless) wrote an Op-Ed in the SD Union-Tribune
on Sat. Nov. 4, Page B7, mentioning that average
rent in San Diego is now just shy of $1,900 per
month. He also said that one-third of all San
Diegans spend 50% or more of their income on
housing. That's one of OUR definitions of being
"Homeless".
Good to see an issue of CityBeat (Nov. 1, 2017)
dedicated to Kelly Davis. She is now an Independent
(as of last check on that) and also writes for Voice of
San Diego.
https://www.voiceofsandiego.org/author/kellydavi
s/ •
CityBeat had an ad for Clean and Safe, the
homeless-causation machine, in its Oct. 25, 2017
issue. Clean and Safe is a part of Civic San Diego
and the Downtown Partnership, which tears down an
average of 1,000 low-rent units each year the past
sixteen years, only to have the Housing Commission
replace them with one-third as many units. •
ABC News reports at least ten West Coast cities
have declared disasters due to increased
homelessness
out-of-control.
http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/homeles
s-explosion-west-coast-pushing-cities-brink50956034 Source: Voice of San Diego Morning
Report, Randy Dotinga.

Election Scams, National
https://www.theregister.co.uk/2017/10/26/voting_serv
er_georgia_wiped/ According to the UK Register, a
British newspaper, the server which was handling
information about elections corruption was wiped
clean and entirely erased. “Nothing to see here,
comrade, move along.”
EDITORIAL: It is now clear that Russia helped the
Democratic National Committee block the nomination
of Sen. Bernie Sanders, via hacking, and may or
may not have contributed to the 4 people involved
murdered during the Primary Election season. • And,
with the Donald Trump aides indicted it looks clear
that hacking was conducted during the regular
November election as well.
Treason?
The
Constitution provides for the Death Penalty without a
trial. Will that help us get a new Supreme Court
Justice, though? It is likely that Presidents are
exempt from being charged with serious crimes, or
many of them could have been charged with War
Crimes.

Election Scams, Local
Regarding the San Diego elections hacking, this is
the current lawsuit on that. Looks very clear to me
that our elections are 175% totally RIGGED. It
appears that the Good Old Boys of San Diego County
will continue to run everything for the foreseeable
future.

http://www.copswiki.org/w119/pub/Common/SanDiegoPrima
ryRecount2016/Amended_Affidavit_of_Contest_-_Lutz_with_exhibits.pdf

Woodwork Time!
Turkey Day brings out those who suddenly want to
help the poor, every year. A reduction in brain
Serotonin brought on by less sunlight each day,
people actually think about the less fortunate, even
though they ignored us the rest of the year. Been thru
this 30 years as a homeless advocate, plus it is now
my tenth anniversary of being homeless myself.
Should I get myself a gift card with a coupon for a
free can of tuna? I wrote about it several times, but
one year on the sidewalk all I had was one can of
tuna for dinner on Thanksgiving. Chicken of the Sea,
I dubbed it Turkey of the Sea.
Previous years I had gone to the El Cajon, Chula
Vista Salvation Army, Golden Hall, Father Joe's, or
the San Diego Rescue Mission, but the food always
made me very sick Spiritually, sometimes taking
months to recover. Makes me feel sorry for the poor
folks who have to eat at such places. They must get
to be mindless and brainless. I do feed people in
Tijuana, and years ago when I had money, my
Nonprofit gave away free turkeys. Nowadays, I can do
very little with my tiny Social Security check, but I still
help the best I can. Why? Well, the US has lots of
places that help, but Tijuana is run by the Republican
Party with NO competition from the Democrats, so,
largely there is no help. To me, it is like parents
watching their kids open Christmas presents that
Santa Claus has brought them. Much of my fun has
always been vicarious. Proud to be an elf.

Meetings:
Metropolitan Association
of Providers of Social
Services, MAPSS, met Wed., Oct. 25 at
the CARE Community Center, 12 N. Euclid Ave.,
National City. 26 present, an average showing, with a
lot more government-related and church-related
persons than in the past. • Announcements:
Homeless Court is now the first two Wednesdays of
every month, for Misdemeanors or Infractions (NO
Felonies) and is a one-time deal to wipe out tickets. •
The San Diego Rescue Mission will have an event
for Thanksgiving on Nov. 18 and Christmas Dec. 16
at 120 Elm St. • CARE, this meeting center, is a DA
Outreach Center for the Rescue Mission and 15
contractors, an assessment hub. On the First
Tuesdays, 1 PM, a Stakeholders meeting is
organized. • The Featured Agency, Interfaith
Shelter Network, a non-profit that borrows the parish
hall of various churches and synagogues to provide
overnight housing for homeless families. Joe
Zivilinis, COO, made the presentation. The three
main services provided are a Rotational Shelter,
Transitional Housing, and Rapid Re-Housing (RRH).
The Rotational Shelter is nights only, Nov. thru
April, using Social Service Agencies to do screening.
Contact 211. Lately, the Hep-A problems have lost
this group a lot of churches that used to serve as
family shelters. The Transitional Housing program
has 11 apartments for Domestic Violence victims,
providing a year of housing and possibly 2. There are
work skills and educational skills also taught. No
government funds are used, so clean and sober is
required. The Rapid Re-Housing component is
subcontracted from the San Diego Housing
Commission, and provides 6 months of case
management, and pays rent and a security deposit for
only a few months. • Next month, Jewish Family
Services will be the featured group. • There were no
problems discussed in the Problem-Solving Forum.
• I mentioned that my "Tijuana Rescue Mission",
which has no official name, is the only known service
in Tijuana for the LGBT Community, and we are
located in their homeland area. We are also
sometimes the only shelter for Domestic Violence,
too, of all Sexual Preferences. I gave the group a tiny
tutorial on Indirect Suicide, which is when a person
loses the will to live, and just no longer cares if they
seek shelter from the rain, or see a doctor when sick,
or get out of the way of a fast-moving truck. Last year
there were only 3 Direct Suicides of homeless folks,
but there were an estimated 100 Indirect Suicides. •
Next meeting is on November 15th at CARE (same
place), which unfortunately is the same time as
several other important things, and the December
meeting is scheduled for Dec. 20, location unknown.
♦♦♦♦♦♦

Coalition
For
Basic
Dignity, a service of Think Dignity, met
Thurs. Nov. 2, at the Monicker Warehouse, 705 16th
St., downtown, with ten present, average for

November. The main items of concern are listed as
announcements, above. There is a Class Action
lawsuit to overturn the Ordinance prohibiting sleeping
in cars, and a protest is planned. There will also be
homeless suing the City for stealing their belongings.

Education Dept.:
The RTFH (Regional Task Force on the Homeless) is
soliciting volunteers for the Jan. 2018 PITC (Point-InTime-Count) and will unfortunately probably need ten
times the number of volunteers as usual, because of
how hidden the homeless are, due to the Diaspora
from downtown. No valid count has ever been
made, and this year instead of counting perhaps 25%
(9,000) of the (35,000) homeless, expect the count to
only come up with 20% or less, perhaps 7,000 is my
best estimate. For the first time in my 30 years as a
Homeless Advocate and 10 years as a homeless
person myself, even I can't find them, but they're
there, just hidden like their lives depended on it. You
are probablly fortunate to neither have been a
homeless person nor a homeless news editor.
The deficit in count can be compensated for by
holding a robust Rural East County count, as there
are probably another 35,000 in that section alone. Of
course, if we count the "Class 12" homeless as
homeless, those who pay 50% of their income in
rent, then there are over a million homeless, and
some studies would indicate two million of our 3
million population.
The Homeless Rotation
(Technical Term) is 350,000 homeless, who either
A.) Have been homeless recently enough as to still be
considered homeless; or B.) Have a 100% chance of
becoming homeless in the near future. Of these
350,000, only 10% urban (35,000) and another 10%
rural (35,000) are physically on the sidewalks or
outdoors at any one given moment.
So, we have 70,000 un-housed, at any one instant,
of the 350,000 who qualify by our valid definitions as
homeless. Society won't listen to people who know,
and in fact continuously bring in new help when those
presently working on the homeless problem begin to
"know too much". New people are indoctrinated with
lies about the past (before they were here) and their
heads are filled with City-County propaganda. The
media help maintain this fake history, too. Many are
too young to remember the 1970's and 1980's when
San Diego was America's Finest City, instead of the
SLUM-HOLE it is today. This was one HELL of a
great town.
I always wanted to know how booze, dope, and
mental illness caused our lack of housing
(homelessness). Now I know. In City-Speak,
Substance Abuse (dope and alcohol) and mental
illness cause our lack of housing. That must mean
that all those Planning Commission and other
politicians are high, right? Are they crazy, too? I get
it. You can't fit 35,000 homeless into 3,000 available
apartments, so the politicians decide to get high and
mentally ill instead of building housing. Then they
don't care. If this is the case, then our lack of housing
(homeless) problem is caused by substance abuse
and mental illness, just like they say. And, after being
on the sidewalk long enough, we homeless eventually
get to be dopers and crazy too, just like the
politicians. This is a political recruitment plan, right?
Become homeless, take up booze and dope, lose
your mind, and then get elected, right? What a plan
for our community!

Snide Comments:
Lose over 200 pounds of excess ugly fat with the
American Legal Divorce Clinic. • Encroachment is
when you're offsides in the Neutral Zone when the
football is snapped. We seem to have a very large
Neutral Zone in San Diego. • The new Donald Trump
EPA logo is a frog with 5 legs, and their motto is
"Helping Nature Mutate". • Ingredient label of the
future: Contains substances, flavorings, and other
things that are none of your business. • Spank me,
Jesus! I love the hand of God touching my butt. •
The only way to have wealth is to inherit it, marry it,
or steal it. Earning money will get all of it taken away
for cheating, even though you didn't cheat. Personal
experience. • When your city issues more FINES
than any other city in the U.S., it gets called
"America's FINE-est City". • 25th Amendment: Is the
President's Cabinet being eaten by termites? It is
certainly full of fragile stuff. No telling what an
earthquake could do to all that glassware in there. •
The thing about frostbite is that frost really bites. •

DONATIONS were not accepted for
many years because it caused too
many problems of all different sorts.
Now, you can donate if you want,
using PayPal.Com, account
nz9f@hotmail.com.

been kings and queens, as well as the use of hypnosis
to control the public via religion. They control the
world’s food supply, adding drugs to same in order to
control and enslave the public. Many of them are not
even from this planet.

Money will be used to feed poor
people, buy office supplies, provide
antibiotics, house battered women
and drug addicts that need help, and
do some basic political activism.

Published by San Diego
County's 11% (330,000) Homeless Rotation, 15,000
to 40,000 (on any given day) Un-housed, and 2
Million+ Nearly-Homeless* *(Official HUD Statistic
for what THEY call San Diego's "Cost Burdened".
The State of California calls them "Financially
Stressed.") San Diego: At Least Triple the Homeless
by Percent of Anywhere Else in the World

A “Guild” is a secret conspiracy group that places their blood
and semen in the food that everybody eats. In Hoc Signo
Vinces, “In this sign you will conquer”. Domini Nos Dirige,
“Lord (a British Lord, not God) guide us”, motto of the City of
London, founded 43 AD, and Pagan until 1300 AD. The
super-secret Jesuit Knights of Malta are a group that
founded the llluminati of the Rothschild-Rockefeller Family,
and part of the New World Order. See the back of a dollar
bill. Take some of this with a grain of salt. Below, some of
the more modern agencies of these same above groups.

FREE by e-mail or on-line. We go out
to 163,000, usually every 20 to 40 days, more often when
necessary. Over 50% of our Circulation is outside of the
United States. COPYRIGHT 2017, ALL RIGHTS
RESERVED. Dr. John Kitchin, Ph.D., Publisher. Kitchin
wrote a published book on homelessness in 1995.
Biography at NZ9F.com/bio.

OUR EIGHTH YEAR: 2010, 2011,
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017
Our website at NZ9F.com has archives of all editions,
and you can either subscribe or cancel your free
subscription by sending an e-mail to nz9f@hotmail.com,
from the mailbox you wish to add or delete. If you want
to be notified when we publish, sign up at Twitter for
@NZ9F (all capitals). We do not send any other tweets,
except emergencies.
Library of Congress Catalog Number - URL:
www.nz9f.com/sdhnarchives2017/Dec29
Being homeless on the sidewalk is a lot like being at the
zoo, except you’re the exhibit.

www.NZ9F.com/SDHN
nz9f@hotmail.com
(619) 390-5000
Twitter: @NZ9F (all caps) • Facebook:
John.Kitchin1 or San Diego Homeless News •
YouTube: NZ9F (all caps)
We represent the world's fastest-growing ethnic group,
the homeless, the only group that gets NO protection
from discrimination in employment, housing, education,
nor hate-crimes. We are those who suffer because the
wealthy own everything. No one WANTS to be
homeless nor CHOOSES to be homeless. It happens
when everything you do to prevent it fails to work.
Making anything illegal that cannot be prevented makes
no sense. Instead, make it illegal for circumstances to
force people to become homeless against their will.
Once homeless, people will need to use booze or dope,
just to stay sane, and many lose that fight, too,
becoming mentally ill and often killing themselves. This
ends the problems that society forced upon them. SelfServatives (Con-Servatives, Con Artists that Serve
themselves) cause funerals, but they don't mind,
because they don't believe in God.
These are the same people who invented God, so they
could control you and make money off you. They fill
your head with propaganda from the day you are born.
The Bar (Democrats and Republicans of the British and
Italian Mafias and the Jewish Cabals) licenses attorneys
and runs the court system, religious system, and news
media. Welcome to Reality! They make money by
expanding the population, with major holdings in both
real estate and food production. They hate population
reduction, and have forced women to have babies, even
though herbs for both birth control and pregnancy
termination have been available for thousands of years.
That is also why they hate same-sex marriage, as it does
not automatically produce biological children, and why
they hate suicide and birth control, both of which reduce
population. They also hate war, unless they can make
money on it. "They" is the Middle Templar Bar of
London.
The Bar of London is a franchise of the Swiss Nazi
Knights Templar, which is descended from the
Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt. They operate the World
Bank, Freemasons, and Illuminati, as well as the Italian
Mafia. Sometimes called the Pharistocracy, or Pharaoh
Aristocracy, this group is responsible for there having
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